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1. Introduction

Soybean yield is determined by the number of pods (seeds) produced per unit area and individual seed weight. The seed number depends upon the number of floral buds that initiate pods and attain maturity. Generally, soybean plants produce an abundance of floral buds, but a large proportion of them abort during development. Indeed, rates of flower and pod abscission/abortion were estimated to reach 80% (Shibles et al., 1975). Alleviation of this abortion rate should increase pod and seed number, and thereby increase yield.

In a series of studies conducted in the 1950s and 1960s, Kato and his group examined abscised/aborted buds, flowers, and pods, and classified them according to their developmental stage. The greatest rate of abscission/abortion took place after fertilization, particularly during early stages of embryo development (Table 1). Based on this observation, they concluded that most critical stage causing flower abortion was at proembryo development after fertilization (Kato & Sakaguchi, 1954; Kato et al., 1955; Kato, 1964). This important finding provided a basis for further anatomical and physiological analyses of the pod abortion process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage reached at failure</th>
<th>Days after fertilization</th>
<th>Frequency of abortion (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1952</td>
<td>1953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flower differentiation</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reproductive cell division</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flowering (fertilization)</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial phase of proembryo</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Later phase of proembryo</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>81.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotyledon stage</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Frequencies of developmental stages of bud, flower and pod abortion at each developmental stage. Adapted from Kato & Sakaguchi (1954) and Kato et al. (1955). Results from two years (1952, 1953) are shown.
Subsequent studies conducted in the 1970s and 1980s suggested that soybean abortion is primarily caused by deficiency in or competition for photoassimilates and nutrients among growing organs (Brevedan et al., 1978; Brun & Betts, 1984; Antos & Wiebold, 1984). Shading treatment imposed at different reproductive growth stages clearly showed that reduced solar radiation significantly decreased the number of pods and seeds, and thereby grain yield (Kokubun, 1988). The yield reduction was particularly marked when the shading treatment was imposed during the period from flowering to early grain development, due to a decrease in dry matter production and/or dry matter partitioning to reproductive organs (Fig. 1).

![Fig. 1. Effects of 10-day shading treatment imposed at different reproductive growth stages.](image)
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Water deficit during reproductive development was shown to be a dominant environmental factor accelerating the rate of abortion (Kato, 1964; Westgate & Peterson, 1993). Based on these findings, Raper & Kramer (1987) concluded that water stress imposed during flower development reduces photosynthesis and the amount of photoassimilates allocated to reproductive tissues, thereby accelerating the rate of abortion. Another possible physiological factor affecting flower abortion in soybean is the availability of plant hormones (Huff & Dybing, 1980; Heindl et al., 1982; Carlson et al., 1987). There are a number of reports showing that the application of 6-benzylaminopurine (BA) to racemes reduced the rate of abortion and thereby increased pod set. Analysis of endogenous cytokinins revealed that cytokinins detected in root pressure exudates showed a maximum
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concentration during a period from 0 to 9 days after initial flowering, when most flowers are destined to either initiate pods or abort (Heindle et al., 1982; Carlson et al., 1987). Based on these previous findings, detailed mechanisms regulating the abortion have been under investigation since 2000. This chapter highlights major findings of our recent studies on these mechanisms, with an emphasis on 1) involvement of plant hormones in the occurrence of abortion, and 2) water stress as a factor affecting the abortion. A clarification of the mechanisms involved will promote the development of genetic or agricultural methods to alleviate pod abortion, leading to increased pod set and grain yield.

2. Role of phytohormones in flower development in soybean

2.1 Evidence indicating the involvement of phytohormones in the regulation of flower development

The critical role of phytohormones in the formation and abortion of reproductive organs in soybean was clearly recognized when Huff & Dybing (1980) observed that extracts from flowers and young pods applied to growing flowers accelerated flower abortion. They then applied a lanolin paste containing either indoleacetic acid (IAA), giberellin (GA) or 6-benzylaminopurine (BA) to the growing raceme, and found that IAA enhanced the abortion rate, as did the extract, whereas GA and BA did not. These results indicated that IAA plays a crucial role in increasing the abortion rate, although there was a conflicting report indicating that IAA delays the abortion (Oberholster et al., 1991).

2.2 Cytokinin as a key hormone regulating pod development

Among phytohormones, cytokinins are considered to play a vital role in floral development in soybean. There have been numerous reports showing that the application of BA to racemes reduced seed abortion and increased pod number (Crosby et al., 1981; Carlson et al., 1987; Dyer et al., 1987; Peterson et al., 1990; Mosjidis et al., 1993; Reese et al., 1995; Nagel et al., 2001). A limited number of reports support the notion that cytokinins are produced by the root system and transported to the shoot, where they are involved in the regulation of shoot development (Sitton et al., 1967; Wareing et al., 1968). To examine the hypothesis that cytokinins produced in the root system are transported to the shoot, Heindle et al. (1982) collected root pressure exudates from detopped roots, and analyzed the forms and quantities of cytokinins in these exudates. Using high-performance liquid chromatography, they isolated and quantitated several forms of cytokinins: zeatin, zeatin riboside, and their dihydro derivatives, dihydrozeatin and dihydrozeatin riboside. Their results indicated that cytokinin fluxes were independent of exudate flux, and that the ribosides accounted for the majority of the observed transport. In a later study, they also found a peak in cytokinin concentration during the period from the beginning of anthesis until 9 days after initial anthesis (Heindl et al., 1982; Carlson et al., 1987). This period corresponds to a stage in which most flowers are destined to either initiate or abort floral structure. Based on these findings, they concluded that cytokinins exported from the root may function in the regulation of reproductive growth in soybean.

2.3 Relationship between intra-raceme variation in pod-set probability and cytokinin concentrations

The magnitude of the rate of flower abortion was observed to vary with the position on the plant. For example, it was higher in the branches, in the lower part of the main stem and in
the top nodes of the main stem (Hansen & Shibles, 1978; Wiebold et al., 1981; Heindl & Brun, 1983, 1984; Gai et al., 1984). Within individual racemes, flowers on the distal portions on the rachis exhibited a higher probability of abortion than did those on the basal portions (Huff & Dybing, 1980; Spollen et al., 1986a, 1986b; Dybing et al., 1986; Carlson et al., 1987; Wiebold, 1990; Wiebold & Paciera, 1990).

![Fig. 2. Development of pod after flowering. Genotype: IX93-100. DAA, Days after anthesis of first flower in raceme. Photo by Nonokawa.](image)

As described above, the role of cytokinins in promoting development of floral structures in soybean had been clarified by several studies (Huff & Dybing, 1980; Heindl et al., 1982; Carlson et al., 1987). However, the nature of ontogenetic changes in the cytokinin content of racemes, and the relationship between the location of cytokinin on the plant and pod abortion remained unknown until 1990s. For precise analyses of intra-raceme variation in pod set and cytokinin contents, soybean genotype IX93-100, which has long racemes (approximately 10 cm, depending on the environmental conditions), was used as plant material. The developmental stages of this genotype are shown in Fig. 2.

We examined the ontogenetic changes in cytokinins detected in different portions in racemes to determine whether a relationship exists between cytokinin concentration and pod-set probability at a specific floral position on a raceme (Kokubun & Honda, 2000). In an experiment using genotype IX93-100 grown in an environmentally controlled chamber (30/20°C day/night temperature, 15 h day length, 600 μmol mol⁻² s⁻¹ photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD)), we found that the total amount of cytokinin in racemes peaked one to two weeks after the first flowering event on a raceme, when pod development initiated. Within individual racemes, the total amount of cytokinin was greater at more proximal floral positions, as was the probability of pod set (Fig. 3). Removal of proximal flowers increased both cytokinin content and pod-set probability at middle positions on the raceme. Thus, cytokinin content in racemes was closely associated with pod-set probability within individual
Each flower on a raceme initiated a pod 4 to 7 days after anthesis. During this period, a fertilized ovule develops embryo and endosperm, and cells are dividing actively (Carlson & Lersten, 1987). Microscopic observation showed that most of the abscised flowers are in the proembryo stage, which occurs several days after anthesis (Kato, 1964; Abernethy et al., 1977). Abernethy et al. (1977) speculated that the frequent occurrence of abscission at this stage was due to the reduced level of a cell division mediating factor.

![Cytokinin content changes](image)

Fig. 3. Changes in the amount of cytokinin in various portions (basal, middle and distal) of racemes during reproductive development in soybean. Portions: 1-3 (basal), 4-6 (Middle), and 7 and above (Distal), numbered from the most basal portion on the rachis. Adapted from Kokubun & Honda (2000).

The biosynthetic pathway for cytokinins has not been fully elucidated in soybean. In our study, the dominant forms of cytokinins were identified to be \( \text{cis-zeatin riboside (c-ZR)} \) and isopentenyladenosine (iPA), which differed from the forms detected in exudates previously reported by Heindl et al. (1982) and Carlson et al. (1987). In chickpeas, \( \text{cis-isomers} \) were found to be predominant in seeds (Emery et al., 1998), while \( \text{trans-isomers} \) are the more commonly reported forms in higher plants (McGaw & Burch, 1995; Prinsen et al., 1997). Further studies are currently in progress to identify the forms of cytokinins detected both in exudates and racemes in our laboratory.

**2.4 Effects of cytokinin application in plants with varying source-sink ratios**

The clear evidence that cytokinin plays a prompting role in flower development raised the following question. Does cytokinin accelerate flower development independently or synergistically with photoassimilate supply? To address this question, we examined the combined effects of these two physiological circumstances by manipulating source-sink
ratios at specific nodes in soybean plants (Yashima et al., 2005). As the source-sink ratio increased, the number of pods per node on manipulated plants increased curvilinearly, reaching a plateau at high source/sink ratios. By contrast, when cytokinin was also applied to the nodes, the number of pods per node increased with increasing source/sink ratio with no plateau, either through an increase in the number of flowers or through an increase in the pod-set probability, depending on the year (Fig. 4). These results indicate that cytokinin plays an augmenting role in pod number increase for plants with high levels of assimilate availability. In another experiment in which synthetic cytokinin (6-benzylaminopurine) was introduced into the xylem stream through a cotton wick during anthesis, Nagel et al. (2001) found that the effect of cytokinin application on pod number and seed yield was consistently significant in the greenhouse, but it was variable in the field. These findings suggest that increased supplies of cytokinins produced in roots and translocated to racemes are able to accelerate pod development in plants with high source/sink ratios, but that the positive effect of cytokinins on flower development can vary with environmental factors.

Fig. 4. Effects of source/sink ratio and cytokinin application on the number of flowers per node and the number of pods per node. Values represent the mean ± SE of six plants. C: Control. N5, N3 and N1: Nodes five, three and one node, respectively were allowed to bear racemes. Adapted from Yashima et al. (2005).

As indicated above, the significant effects of cytokinin and IAA application were observed only in pot-grown plants, but their effects were obscured in field-grown plants (Cho et al., 2002; Nonokawa et al., 2007). This instability in the effects of hormones application to field-grown plants may be ascribed to climatic variation across years. Therefore, the specific climatic conditions in which hormones, particularly cytokinins, enhance pod set should be examined to optimize the agricultural use of cytokinins in the field.

2.5 Combined effects of multiple phytohormones on the regulation of flower development

Plant hormones often do not act alone, but in conjunction with or in opposition to each other in such a manner that the final state of plant development reflects the net effect of the
interplay of two or more hormones. Regarding the effects of hormones other than cytokinins on soybean floral development, there have not been many studies (Huff & Dybing, 1980; Oberholster et al., 1991). Views on the role of IAA were conflicting, which could be a reflection of genotypic or cultural differences in those experiments.

Fig. 5. Changes in the endogenous concentration of IAA and cytokinin (t-ZR equivalent) in racemes during reproductive development of soybean plant. Racemes were sampled for analysis at intervals before and after anthesis. Values represent the mean ± SE (n = 6). Adapted from Nonokawa et al. (2007).

Using the same plant material (IX93-100) grown in pots and in the field, we examined changes in the concentrations of endogenous auxin and cytokinin within racemes and the effects of application of the two hormones on pod set. The auxin (IAA) concentration in racemes was high for a long period from pre-anthesis to ca. 10 days following the anthesis (DAA) of the first flower on a raceme, but the cytokinin concentration remained elevated for a shorter period, with a peak at 9 DAA (Nonokawa et al. (2007) Fig. 5). The two phytohormones are located primarily at different positions within a raceme; the IAA concentration was higher in distal portion of racemes, whereas the cytokinin concentration was higher in basal portions of racemes. IAA application to racemes reduced the number of flowers and pods throughout the reproductive stage. In contrast, the effect of cytokinin (BA) application varied depending on the growth stage: application of BA at around 7 DAA significantly increased the pod-set percentage, while at other stages BA application reduced pod set. Thus, the concentrations of the two endogenous hormones changed in a different manner, with cytokinins exerting a positive effect, and auxin exerting a negative effect on pod set, depending on the growth stage.
3. Difference in susceptibility to water stress between male and female structures

3.1 Water stress as a factor increasing the abortion
Deficient water supply during reproductive development is a major environmental factor that increases the rate of pod abortion in soybean (Kato, 1964; Westgate & Peterson, 1993). While the effect on yield of increased pod abortion at one stage can be offset an increase in pod set at another stage of development, or by an increase in seed mass, frequent or long-term water deficit during reproductive development reduces the yield of soybean (Shaw & Laing, 1966; Sionit & Kramer, 1977). In fact, the rate of abortion substantially increases when soybean plants are subjected to water deficient conditions during reproductive development, particularly during later flowering stages. Water stress imposed during flowering and early pod development reduces photosynthesis and the amount of photosynthetic assimilates allocated to floral structures, which is likely to increase the rate of abortion (Raper & Kramer, 1987). These findings raise the following question. Does water deficit prior to flowering impair the development of male or female structures?

3.2 Differences between pollen and ovule in susceptibility to water stress
To address the above question, we conducted experiments to clarify a) whether water deficit imposed on a soybean plant prior to flowering caused abortion of the basal flowers on the rachis, which are very likely to develop seed-bearing pods under favorable conditions, and b) whether the abortion, if occurred, was due to the impairment of stamen (pollen) or pistil (ovule) function (Kokubun et al., 2001; Kokubun, 2004). IX93-100 plants were grown for this experiment in controlled environment chambers (30/20°C day/night temperature, 60 ± 10% relative humidity, 15-h photoperiod at 600 μmol m⁻² s⁻¹ PPFD on the plant canopy). Plants were irrigated frequently to maintain soil moisture at 70% of the water-holding capacity of the soil, except during periods of experimental restriction of the water supply. When plants began to flower, the water supply was restricted to a level at which the water potential of the leaves fell below -1.5 MPa. This treatment was imposed on half of the plants and lasted for three days, then plants were rewatered to the original moisture level. After the water restriction treatment was initiated, well-watered (WW) and water-deficient (WD) plants were reciprocally hand pollinated (WW × WD and WD × WW) daily for 10 days. Water stress caused by restriction of watering for three days during the pre-anthesis stage significantly increased the abortion of the basal flowers, which are destined to develop into pods under optimal irrigation (Fig. 6). The experiment also revealed that the pistils of well-watered plants, whether pollinated with water-stressed or unstressed pollen, produced pods at a considerable rate, whereas only a small percentage of water-stressed pistils developed into pods, even when crossed with unstressed pollen (Fig. 7).

In soybean, water deficiency decreased leaf water potential ($\phi_w$), resulting in decreased photosynthesis when the leaf $\phi_w$ was below -1.1 MPa (Boyer, 1970). In our experiment, the leaf $\phi_w$ of water-deficient plants fell below -1.1 MPa for several days, and photosynthetic rates of the stressed leaves were substantially lower than those of well-watered plants. A decrease in photosynthetic rate may have reduced photoassimilate allocation to reproductive organs, which could have increased the rates of flower abortion in water-deficient plants, particularly during the period from one to four days after the initiation of the water restriction treatment. However, after the leaf $\phi_w$ of the water-deficient plants recovered to the control level after rewatering, the photosynthetic rates also recovered.
Fig. 6. Pod-set percentage of flowers at different positions in a raceme, and the effect of water restriction on pod-set percentage of flowers located on the basal portion of the raceme. Left: flowers numbered from basal portion on rachis. Center: Pod-set percentage of flowers at different positions on a raceme of well-watered plants. Right: pod-set percentage of well-watered plants and water-deficient plants which were subjected to water restriction treatment for three days imposed for three days prior to flowering. Adapted from Kokubun et al. (2001).

Fig. 7. Pod-set percentage of hand pollinated flowers that were reciprocally crossed between well-watered (WW) and water-deficient (WD) plants. From Kokubun et al. (2001).

Despite the recovery of leaf $\phi_w$ and photosynthetic rates within a few days following rewatering, the water-deficient plants exhibited significantly lower pod-set percentage than the well-watered plants. This evidence suggests that the decreased pod-set percentage might be caused by factor(s) other than a reduction of photosynthetic assimilation.
No data describing the $\phi_w$ of pollen and pistils had been available, likely due to the technical difficulty of making these measurements. We measured the $\phi_w$ of whole flowers, and found that the flower $\phi_w$ was always lower than the leaf $\phi_w$, by a difference of nearly 0.5 MPa. After a three-day water restriction, the $\phi_w$ fell to -1.7 MPa in leaves and -2.0 MPa in flowers, respectively (Fig. 8). In maize, pollen $\phi_w$ was generally found to be substantially lower than silk $\phi_w$, and silk $\phi_w$ was found to vary with the water status of a plant, while pollen $\phi_w$ did not (Westgate & Boyer, 1986a). Because maize and soybean have different physiological characteristics and reproductive structures, evidence from maize may not hold true for soybean. However, it is noteworthy that pollen desiccation may not be a factor limiting kernel set in maize, because pollen does not lose viability at $\phi_w$ as low as -12.5 MPa (Westgate & Boyer, 1986b). In our experiment, pollen which received severe water stress was still able to contribute to the development of a considerable number of pods, suggesting that pollen was not a limiting factor in pod set under water-stressed conditions.

It is difficult to identify directly whether pollen and/or pistils are relatively viable under water-stressed conditions. We indirectly evaluated their viability by measuring the pod-set percentages of flowers that were reciprocally crossed between well-watered and deficient plants (Kokubun et al., 2001). The pistils of well-watered plants, even when pollinated with pollen from water-deficient plants, were capable of initiating pods at a considerable rate, whereas water-deficient pistils developed few pods even when crossed with unstressed pollen. These results suggest that soybean flower abortion caused by a water deficit prior to anthesis is not attributable to an impairment of pollen function, but is more likely due to impairment of pistil function.

There have been few reports on the involvement of phytohormones in regulation of abortion under water-stressed conditions. Lie et al. (2003) found that reduced pod-set percentages induced by water deficit were associated with an increase in the ABA content of
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reproductive structures during a period from 3 to 5 days after anthesis. Because cytokinins play such a pivotal role in flower development, clarifying the interacting roles of cytokinins and other phytohormones, including ABA, will be the aim of future research.

4. Conclusion and future research needs

A large proportion of soybean flowers abort during development, a problem which is exacerbated by environmental stresses, particularly by water scarcity. This paper summarized the results of our recent studies, with an emphasis on 1) the involvement of phytohormones in the regulation of abortion (pod set), and 2) the differences in susceptibility of male and female organs to water stress during floral development. Analyses of the concentrations of two endogenous hormones (cytokinin and auxin) and examination of the effects of their application on pod set have revealed that cytokinins have a positive, and auxin a negative effect, on pod set. Because the effects of application of synthetic cytokinins were unstable in field tests, the use of synthetic cytokinins as chemical enhancer of pod set in the field may be impractical. Genetic improvement of synthesis and transport of endogenous cytokinins from the root system, via conventional breeding or molecular approaches, may strengthen pod-set capacity of agriculturally significant genotypes. Clarification of the physical and chemical properties of the rhizosphere optimizing synthesis of endogenous cytokinins in roots should improve pod set. Recent molecular and genomic analyses have facilitated the discovery of genes involved in regulating abiotic stresses, enabling genetic engineering using functional or regulatory genes to activate pathways involved in stress tolerance (Shinozaki-Yamaguchi et al., 2006). Of the genes that have been studied so far, DREB transgenes are known to impart tolerance to multiple stresses including chilling, heat, dehydration and salinity. Attempts to incorporate the Arabidopsis DREB genes, or homologs from other species, into crop species are currently underway. For example, transgenic rice plants overexpressing DREB1 have exhibited enhanced tolerance to drought. Similar attempts to incorporate these genes into soybean are being undertaken. Sequencing and analysis of a large collection of cDNA clones and subsequent clarification of genome sequence will build the molecular basis to accelerate the creation of novel soybean genotypes (Umezawa et al., 2008; Schmutz et al., 2010). Such recent advances have been magnificent, and we may soon be able to design ideal crops with multiple environmental stress tolerances.
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Soybean is an agricultural crop of tremendous economic importance. Soybean and food items derived from it form dietary components of numerous people, especially those living in the Orient. The health benefits of soybean have attracted the attention of nutritionists as well as common people.
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